BE FREE (on thoughts and otherwise) (2005)

Part 1

be free that you love may be two steps a head of weakness of the mind, your home and your soul and your body

Part 2

be free that you love may be two steps a head of weakness of the mind.

Part 3

are the places you should fill with grace all the time yes every day and every dream you have make sure it lives on and on and on the last advice that is be free that you love may be two steps a head of weakness of the mind.

Part 4

on to the last advice that is be free that you love may be two steps a head of weakness of the mind.

Part 5

dream you have make sure it lives on and on and on to the last advice that is be free that you love may be two steps a head of weakness of the mind.

Part 6

grace all the time yes every day and every dream you have make sure it lives on and on and on to the last

Part 7

your home and your soul and your body are the places you should fill with grace all the time yes every day and every

Part 8

two steps a head of weakness of the mind your home and your soul and your body are the places you should fill with advice that is be free that you love may be two steps a head of weakness of the mind.

Part 9

dream you have make sure it lives on and on and on to the last advice that is be free

Part 10

grace all the time yes every day and every dream you have make sure it lives on and on and on most important thing it lives on and on and on and on did you think these words would be the same oh well just be free